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ABSTRACT

An experimental investigation was conducted on the heat transfer

across a narrow atmospheric air gap formed by two vertical coaxial

cylinders with closed ends. The study, ìnvoìving laminar free convection,

was carried out for the condition of jntermixing of the boundary layers.

The inner surface was maintained at a constant heat flux, which was varied

to change the Grashof number based on gap width, while the outer surface

was held isothermal. The gap remained constant as the experiment was

carried out with onìy one heated cylìnder-can configuration. The results

of the local heat transfer were correlated in the form

*1/ 5
Nu* = 0.421 Grx ' 2x165.erl ' 3x1010

A steep rise in overall llusselt number with Grashof number (based on radial

clearance) was noticed. Such a trend is not observed for isothermal

cavities and thus suggests the possibitity of including surface heat flux

as a parameter additional to aspect ratio and radius ratio' in the cor-

relation for overall heat transfer in the asymptotic regime of a vertical

annulus. Further experimental data is required to confirm the above

Cependence. An investigation of unbounded free convection in air using

the same heated cylinder was also caffied out, and the local heat transfer

results correlated bY

*1/5
Nr* = 0.487 Gr* , 5x107.crl .2x1ol0

were in good agreement t,¡ith other pubìished works.
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CHAPTER 1

I NTRODUCTI ON

1, I ntroducti on

1.1 Moti vati on

There are many practical appìications involving free convection

in enclosed spaces.' lllith the demand for energy in the coming decades to

be primarily met by nuclear power, two specific examples involving spent

nuclear fuel bundles could be cited. These are the shielded shipping

flasks used to transport nuclear fuel bundles after as Iittle as three

days decay and the storage tanks used for semi-permanent dry storage

after about five years decay. The design of such containers involves an

understanding of the free convection process in enclosed spaces.

The.process of naturai convective flow in enclosed spaces invoìves

two primary surfaces and hence, in addition to their geometry, different

boundary conditions are possible. Most of the investigations reported

have been for the isothermal rectangular cavity with the side walls maìn-

tained at different temperatures. Such a situation is observed in double

glazed windows, and many experimentaì and numerical ìnvestigations have

been carried out fl, 3, 4, 5].

The convective heat transfer in an enclosed annular cavity formed

by concentric vertical cylinders, which simulates a spent nuclear fuel

bundìe during semi-permanent dry storage in a can, has been given lìttle

attention by investigators possibìy because it is felt it could be

approximated by the rectangular cavity which is a limiting case of the
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annulus |vith a radius ratio of unity, 
.A 

numerical solution for an annular

cavity with isothermal wallswas presented by De Vahl Davis and Thomas [6].
The nuclear rod bundle dissipates heat with a uniform surface heat flux
thus giving a mixed boundary condition - uniform surface fìux plus an

isothermal outer wall which is typical of the shipping fìask and canned

storage applications. Sheriff [2] experimentally invest.igated the over-

aìl heat transfer for such a system using carbon dioxide but this work

was done at high Grashof numbers. The present work was undertaken to

study the flow at lower Grashof numbers and with air under atmospheric

condi ti ons.

1.2 Obiectives an1 Scooe

The experimentaì investigations form the first phase in the study

of natural convective heat transferin enclosed spaces at tÅe University

of Manitoba. The present work invoived the design of a cylindrical heater

capabìe of low power outputs; the maximum being governed by the teflon

core which chars at approximately 550oF and on which the heating element

was uniformly wound. The heater was analysed for the surface flux dis-

tri buti on .

The boundary ìayer velocity and temperature profiles were obtained

for the vertical .cylinder at different hea.t flux levels via hot-wire

anemometry and a thermocoupìe probe respectively. The correlations

formed for the locaì and average heat transfer were compared with results

avai lable in the literature for unbounded free convection from verticai

cylinders and pìates. This work was done to establish proficiency in
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the use of the measuring devices. In addition, the locat heat fluxes

arrived at from the temperature profiìes were used to estimate the

emmissivìty of the heater surface. This indirectly determined experi-

mental value was in the range reported in handbooks on physÍcal properties.

This value of emmissivity was subsequently used in the second part of the

experiment to evaluate the overalt heat transfer in a vertical annulus.

. The second part of this experimental investigation involved the

study of free convective heat transfer in a vertical annulus. The enciosed

space lvas formed by a cylindrìcal can whose surface was maintained iso-

thermal by circulating cooling water on the outside of the can. The can

dimensions were chosen to provide a condition of intermixing of the

boundary ìayers on the two surfaces. Due to time limitations onìy one

can configuration was tested, hence the experimental resultq reported

here must be. suppìemented in the next phase of the project in order to

investigãte the effects of aspect ratio and radius ratio on the overall

heat transfer.
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CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEI,J

2..1 Unbounded Free Convecti on

Natural convection from vertical fìat plates and cylinders have

been analysed by several investigators with different boundary conditions,

Exact solutions of .the boundary layer differentiaì equations for the

vertical flat plate have been reported by Ostrach [ZO] tor the isothermal

case and by Sparrow & Gregg [15] for the uniform surface heat flux.

Sparrow and Gregg [15] pointed out that for the vertical flat plate with

uniform surface heat fìux, the average Nusselt number can be calculated

within 5 percent, using the mid-height plate temperature in the correla-

tion for the isothermal vertical flat plate. Results for laminar free

convection with a vertical flat plate subjected to a prescribed non-

uniform wall temperature or heat flux were reported by Sparrow [35].

Numerical studies with vertical cylinders were made by Sparrow

and Gregg [17] who established conditions to evaluate overall heat trans-

fer from circular cylínders using fìat plate theory. Their results showed

that heat transfer coefficients for cyìinders were greater than those for

fìat plates and were also a function of Prandtl number. Fujii and

Uehara [36] presented approximate formulae relating the local Nusselt

number for a vertical f ìat plate and a cylinder for arbitrary temperature

or heat flux distribution. Their results, whìch were independent of the

Prandtl number, have been used to compare the present experimentaì results

with those publìshed in the literature,
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An anaìysis of vertical cylinders with uniform surface heat flux

was made by Nagendra et al [tO]. They classified the cylinders ìnto three

categories of long, short, and wires for comparison with those of a flat
plate. The cylinder used in the present experimental setup falls under

the short cylinder regìme as (RaO*D/H) ìs greater than 104. The results

of Nagendra et al 116] for the cylinder wjth a uniform surface heat flux
operating in the short cyl inder region are such that Nusselt numbers are

about 5 per cent higher than those for the isothermal fìat plate. Sparrow

and Gregg l15l had predicted a difference of 10 percent for fìat p.Iates

under different boundary conditjons. The present experimental results

for Nusselt number based on diameter are found to agree well with those

reported by Nagendra et al [16] for short cylinders.

Experimentaì investigations of free convection heat transfer from

vertical flat plates were carried out by Bartalsky [39] and Hiìì [40].

Their results for isothermal fìat piates were compared to the present

results which indicated the heat transfer rates to be higher for the

cylinder than those for the flat plate. Experìmentaì investigation of

a vertica'l aluminium pìate ìn air was made by Dotson [41], Rad.iation

and conduction reduced his pìate surface condition to non-uniform heat

dissipation. He concluded these effects to be predom.inant near the

leading edge. Gryzagoridis [37] obtained experimental results for laminar

free convection in the course of investigating the combined free and

forced convection heat transfer from an isothermal vert.icaì plate. He

reported good agreement with the accepted power law of Nu* = 0.375 Gr*k

for Grashof numbers greater than 104.
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A few investigators studied the effect of the leadìng edge on

the flow characteristics and heat transfer rates. Gryzagoridis [18]

obtained experimental results near the leading edge using a Mach-Zender

ihterferometer. His results indicated the Nusselt number to be 20 per

cent higher than those evaluated using the classical boundary ìayer

theory. He also mentioned a possible influence of the temperature

difference on the Nusseit number for a fixed Grashof number in the

region close to the leading edge.

Natural convection fiow in the transition and turbulent regions

has been investigated and reported in nany papers. Godaux and Gebhart [19]

nìade an experimental study to find the point of transition and have

included data from various references. These values were used to confirm

that the writer's study of unbounded free convection on the vertical

cylinder was in the laminar regìon.

2.2 Natural Convection in Encjosed Spaces

The study of natural convection in enclosed pìane air ìayers was

initiated by Mu.ll and Reiher [11] in 1930. Their experimental study was

made in air ìayers enclosed between two isothermal vertical plates. The

results were anaìysed by Jakob 111] in 1946 and expressed in terms of

dimensìonless parameters. The effect of aspect ratio (H/l.l) was also

observed and included as a parameterin the reiation. It was observed

that at low Grashof numbers the Nusselt number approached unity and no

influence of the aspect ratio was observed. The exponents, 1/4 and l/3,

of the Grashof number demarcated the laminar and turbulent regions. The
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results reported pertained on'ly to the overall heat transfer across the

ai r 'layer.

An ìnterferometric study of the temperature and flow conditions

in vertical air layers was carried out by Eckert and Carlson [1] in 1961.

Three different regimes, as shown ìn Fig. 1, were defined based on the

temperature profì1es. In the conduction regime a linear temperature drop

from the hot to the c.old pìate was observed. Near the floor and ceiling,

the profiles vrere curved near the vertical walls indicatìng a contribution

by convection for these regions. Heat transfer in the central region was

mainly by conduction but this did not imply that the air layer was station-

ary, however the horizontaì velocity over this region was zero and hence

all the heat was transferred by conduction. At large Grashof nunbers and

below a certain limit of height to thickness ratio, two separate boundary

ìayers existed along the vertical surfaces of the enclosure while in the

central core the temperature was uniform on horizontal pìanes. The regime

between these two extremes, for noderate Grashof numbers, was caìled the

asymptotic regime. The intermixing of the two boundary ìayers and their

subsequent growth together was observed ìn this regime. The temperature

profi les were curved throughout the whole height of the air layer which

indicated that convection contributed to the flow of heat from the hot to

the coTd plate, A small linear drop in the central region showed the

contributioñ of conduction to the overail heat transfer. The ìimits of

these regimes were specifìed as functions of the aspect ratio and Grashof

number based on cavity width.
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In the conduction regime the local Nusselt number was unity in

the centraì region. Local and average Nusselt number relations for the

starting and departure corners were also presented by Eckert & Carlson [l].
The average Nusselt number was greater than the central region for starting

corners while it was less for the departure corners. Local heat transfer

results for the other two regimes were similar and were evaluated using

the mid-gap temperature. The results for average heat transfer were

presented only for the boundary layer regime as a nonlinear reìation for

the mid-gap temperature was observed for the asymptotic regime. The local

heat transfer relations of Eckert and Carlson 11] were used for comparison

with the present experimentaì work.

Experimentaì results for an isothermaì rectangular cavjty using

fluids with Prandtl number in the range 3 to 30,000 were repo¡ted by Emery

and Chu [10]. Their results indicated that the Rayteigh number was the

pertinent modulus in comelating the Nusselt number. The conduction regime

was suggested for Rayìeigh numbers below 103 in which cases the Nusselt

number was uníty and independent of aspect ratio. For Rayleigh numbers
a

greater than 10",a singìe expression for Nusselt number was presented

showing the dependence of Nusselt number on aspect ratio. This contradicts

the findings of Eckert and Carlson lll who have suggested the appl ìcabiìity

of their relation only ìn the boundary iayer regime due to the l inear mid-

gap temperature gradi ent.

An interferometric study on vertical air ìayers was carried out

by Dixon and Probert [B]. Their results showed the lìmits of the various
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regimes to be independent of the aspect ratio and hence the Nusselt vs.

Grashof number correlation was based onìy on the gap width.

Results from an experimental study of laminar free convection in

a vertical slot having isothermal walls were presented by Elder [9] using

medicinal parôffin and silicone oil, with Prandtl number of 103, as the

fluid medium. Elder [9] also deait with the visualisation of the primary,

secondary and tertiary flows which preceded the onset of turbulence.

Little literature is available on experimentaì work in free con-

vection, in enclosed spaces, wìth mixed boundary conditions. Sheriff [2]

reported a correlation for overall heat transfe|in vertical annuli with

mixed boundary conditions. His work was carrjed out with carbon dìoxide

under varying pressures. The results indicated an aspect ratio dependence

and are va1 id onìy in the boundary layer regime. The expression was

simiìar to those of Eckert and Carlson [1] but the heat transfer rates

were found to be much higher for the mixed boundary conditions" Macgregor

and Emergy l4l reported that this difference could be as high as 30 per-

cent. Their experiments were performed in a rectangular cavity with one

wall maintained at a uniform surface flux, and with fluids havi ng Prandtl

numbers greater than unity. Their tests were confined to the boundary

layer regime. Their correlation based on resuìts for different fluids

suggested the Rayleigh number as the pertinent modulus. The unique curve

for each ftuid, at each value of aspect ratio, indicated a separate Prandtl

number dependence (ìn addition to the aspect ratio) on the overall heat

transfer resul ts.
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The ìiterature survey on experimental work showed that very lìttìe
emphasis has been placed on free convection in the asymptotic regime. The

present investigation was therefore carried out to obtain a correlation

for heat transfer in the asymptotic regime with mixed boundary conditions.

Before ràviewr'ng numerìcal studies, it is appropriate to brìefly

mention additional work by Elder [42] in regard to laminar-to-turbulent

transition. Elder 142] also conducted an experìmental investigation of

turbulent free convection in a vertical slot. Transition to turbulence

was reported around â Rayleigh number of 106, and for Rayleigh number

above 107 the fiow in the centrai part was observed turbulent. The extent

of the turbulent region was reported to grow further towards the ends as

Rayleigh number was increased. The motion was interpreted in terms of

three regimes: the subiayer vrhere the thermal energy transferìed by

conduction was accumulated, the interior region which was continually

stirred, and an intermedìate mixing layer.

Numericai studies to expìain the phenomenon of laminar free con-

vective heat transfer in enclosed spaces have been carried out by many

investigators. Batchelor [3] presented an analytìcaì solution for two

dimensionaì motìon in a long rectangular cavity with isothermal vertical

walls by solving the continuity, momentum and energy equations. This

study was made to determine the thermai insuìation of double windows

consisting of two glass panes with an air space between them' An empiricaì

relation was suggested for the point of transition to the asymptotic regime.

Emergy and Chu [10] assumed the existence of two separate boundary layers
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on the vertical surfaces and found their numerìcaì and experimental resul ts

to be in agreement only beyond Rayleigh numbers of 3 x 105. They suggested

this value to be the limit for the asymptotic regime and for the existence

of separate boundary layers on the two surfaces. For laminar flow, the

Nusselt number was expressed as a function of Rayìeigh number and the

aspect rat i o.

A finite djfference formulation was used by Rubeì and Landis [5]
to solve the governing equations for the steady. two dintensional natural

convection, in an enclosed vertical rectangular cavity, with isothermal

vertical walls and adiabatic top and bottom walls. Their results, val .id

onìy for the boundary ìayer regime, showed a prandtl number dependence on

the flow configuration but neglÍgibìe effect on the overall heat transfer

rel ati on s .

Newell and Schmidt [7] obtained steady state solutions for aspect

ratios 1 to 20 and Grashof numbers covering the asymptotic and boundary

layer regimes. Their correlations showed the dependence of the Nusselt

number on the aspect ratio but the exponent on the Grashof number was

found to be higher than those of other investigators.

Macgregor and Emery [4] performed numerical cornputations to deter-

mine the effects of Rayìeigh, Prandtl , Grashof numbers and the aspect

ratio on the overall heat transfer coefficient. Their results showed

that the Ra.yleigh number was the pertinent modulus in expressing heat

transfer relations. The flow regimes were delineated by the appearance

of the temperature profiìes as shown ìn Fig. 1. Theìr numericaì computations
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were .limited to isothermal vralls because the viscosity-temperature

relationship of fluids had to be considered for the mixed boundary

conditions. This required a wide variety of fluids to be treated to

óbtain a generaì comelation. They obtained experimentaì correiations

for the mìxed boundary conditions, in order to avoid the ìarge computing

times neec.led to work with variable vìscosìty fìow.

Most of the expenimental and numerical anaìyses found in the

literature have dealt with plane vertical walls. This is the ìimiting

case of an annular cavity with. a radius ratio of unity. De Vahl Davis

and Thomas l5] investigated the fluici motion in a closed annular cavity,

with isothermal waììs, using a numerical technique. They poìnted the

dependence of the Nusselt number on the radius ratio in additìon to the

aspeci ratio but no general correlation involving the radius ratio was

presented by them.
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CHAPTER 3

DESIGN AND THEORETICAL CONSIDTRATIONS

3.1 Heater Sei ecti on

The heater was designed to simulate a single irradiated CANDU

fuel bundle after a five year decay per.iod. The totat heating effect
0f this fuel bundle was ascertained [34] as 10 to 15 watts. The.heater

was thereby made to the fol'lowìng specifications:

outside diameter = 3. 25',

The maxinlum power ì,ta s restricted to the heating element tempera_

ture of 550oF at which the teflon on which the element is wound begins

to char.

. The test suìfface made of stainless steel AISI 316 was ground to

the following dimensions:

outside di ameter 3.25" r 0.002u

overalI ì ength

operatìng power

Taper

Surface fi ni sh

= 20.50"

= 15 watts

= 0.0015"/ft.

= 63 u.

The cross-sectional details and anaìysis of the heater are dealt

with in Fig. 2 and Appendix A respectively. The experimental data for
heater surface heat fiux distribution is shown in Figs. g and 9. Also

plotted are the predicted locaì heat fluxes from a finite difference

technique used to obtain the surface temperature distribution. These

show the variation to be within 10 percent .in the central two-thjrds
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region while at the ends the deviation from the mean is about 20 percent.

The end losses are due to convection and radiation from the end surfaces.

3_.2 Flow Regimes ir Vertical Convection Layers

Fig. 1 shows the various flow regimes for free convective flow

in enc'losed vertical air layers at atmospheric pressure. Typical tempera-

ture profiìes are also inserted for the various regimes'

In the conduction regime heat is transfered purely by conduction

in the central part of the air 'layer. The horizontaì velocity in the

central region is zero and hence no heat transport is connected v¡ith the

flow. The temperatu.re gradients are linear in this region while they

are distorted near the ends where convection contributes to the transfer

of energy.

A modest circulatory flow characterises the asymptotic regime.

The ternperature profil es are curved throughout the height of the air
'layer impìying that convection contrjbutes to the heat flow from the hot

to the cotd wall. The boundary layers on the hot and cold walìs grow in

opposite directions and merge with one another but gaseous conduction

remains a dominant heat transfer mechanism.

Finaìly in the boundary layer of the laminar flow regime' heat

is transferred primarily by convection in the boundary layers and mini-

mally by conduction through the central core.

The limits of the different regimes are not sharply defined and

various relationships have been proposed to délineate them.
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Batchelor [3] theoreticalìy derived the limits of the conduction

regimes as

Grt, = 695 (H/t.l)

Eckert and Carlson [1], from their interferometric study, found the limits

of these regimes were functions of both the Grashof number and the aspect

ratio. Macgregor and Emery [4] and Eìder [9] suggested the use of Ray-

leigh number as the criterion for the various flow regimes. Jakob [11]

suggested Grhl:2000 for transition from conduction to asymptotic flow

while Elder [9] èxperimentaliy oþtained the limit as Ra!¡ > 1770 (H/t¡l).

The experimental results of Dixon and Probert 18] indìcated the

iimits of the variouS regimes are independent of the height and a func-

tion of only the Grashof number based on cavity viidth. This contradicts

the findings of other investigators and their limit of the asymptotic

regime is much lower than that suggested by others.

3,3 Criteria for Can Se_l_qc! sn

In the first phase of study within enclosed spaces it was decided

to work in the asymptotic regime. The widely varying limits of the vari-

ous regimes presented above complicated the selection of can dimensions.

Nevertheless the aslmptotic flow was assumed to exist within the foìlowing

'I imi ts ¡

3xl03.Run., 4x104
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l^,i th 20lll power i nput ( typ i ca I ) :

Average heater surface temperature = 125oF

outer can temperature = 75oF

Mean temperature for fluid properties = 1000F
2pa = 0.0710 lbm/ft"

0.0460 Ibm/hr.ft.

1,/1 = L.79 x 1O-3 tlor
For air Pr = 0.12

Ru,o = (e.aoxro7)w3

Hence ül = 1.08" , for Runr, = 4 xll4

The can was made from round seamless carb,n steel tubing procured

from M/S Lyman Tube and Supply Limited. The tubes u¡ere available in

steps of L/4" on the inside diameter. A 4-3/4" I.D. tubing was chosen

to provide a radial clearance of 3/4" over the heater.

For the can chosen and with 20 watt power input to the heater,
ñ

Rut,'l = 1.56 x 10- which is well within the asymptotic region.

The dimensions of the can were:

Inside diameter = 4,75,'; 
3:3åå;;

}Jal 1 thickness = ll4"

OveraìI Iength = 20.50"

Radiaì ciearance = o.15- ; 3.33T::

3.4 Mathenatical Formul ation

Numerical studies in steady state two dimensional natural convec-

tion in enclosed spaces havebeen carríed out by various investigators
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[Ref. 4 to 7]. These dealtmainly with vertical isothermal watìs with

horizontal insulated or adiabatic surfaces.

This section presents the governing differential equations to be

solved along with the necessary boundary conditions in order to obtain a

numerical solution for heat transfer in a vertical annulus subjected to

mixed boundary condi tions.

The time dependent governing equations are as follows:

Mass bal ance:

#-+ ri(pru)+fr(ou)=o

Momentum bal ance:

In the radíal di recti on:

ot$*, -au* o fft = - åå. z + (u #)

*frr'tff+#)t+rËr#-qJ e)

In the axial d i recti on :

otS* u -c!* u #l = psß (r - To) - fg- z fr t' frl
*f $ru" tff+$tr

Energy bal ance:

,o (åI *, $ * u *t = *$ r'r$t - S rr Sl

The viscous dìssipation term is negiected and the Boussinesq approximation

for the buoyancy term, is used.

(1)

(3)

(4)
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The above equations are usually recast in terms of the stream

function and vorticity which are defined as follows:

Stream function {,:

,=139 and v=-1a,ir dx r ar

Vorticity ur:

,Au âv,0=(ax-arJ

The stream function, vortìcity and energy equations are solved subject

to the fot lowÍng boundary condi iions:

" = Rin for alì x,

u=v=0

k9l= - c," ar tw

r = R^.._ for aìI x,out

u=v=0
i = conrt.

x=0 foralì r,
u=v=0
ôT = .t
ax

I=H for all r,
u=v=0
AT
ax=u'

The governing equations are typically solved by expressing them in a

finite difference form.
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CHAPTER 4

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND PROCEDURE

4.1 Hea ter

The test surface for the cy1 indricai heater, 3-1/4" diameter

and 20-U 2" ìong, was made of stainless steel AISI 316. The instrumenta-

tion of this heater. consisted prìmarììy cf 30 iron-constantan thermo-

couples located as indicated in Fig. 2. The constructional details and

an analysis of the heater are given in Appendix A.

4,2 Traversing Mechani sm

Fig. 3 shows the traversing mechanisnr clamped on to a camera

tripod. This mechanism was used for exact posìtioning of both the velo-

city and temperature measuring probes. Radial movements of the probe

were obtained through the DISA 55 Ì'l01 traversing mechanism. This was

mounted on two vernier cai ipers which provided movements in the horizontal

plane and was used to locate the radial direction. Adjustments in the

vertical plane was achieved through the camera tripod.

4,3 Boundary Layer Measurements in Unbounded Free Convection

4.3. I Veìocity Field

Various methods have been proposed for the measurement of the

velocìty fìe1d. The opticaì method uses a photographic technique to

measure the trajectories of dust particles carried with the flow while

the conventionai hot wire anemoneter works either as a constant current
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or constant temperature anemometer. The basic problem in using the latter

at I ol',, velocities is the interaction between free and forced convection.

As shown in Ref. [29] there is a marked difference in the output for the

extreme cases of free convection aiding and opposing forced convection.

In the present investigation the boundary layer velocity was

measured with a DISA Type 55 D 80/81 low ve'locity anemometer. The trans-

ducers of this anemometer contain a vibratìng probe holder consisting of

a printed circuit board with two coils moving in magnetic fields created

by two permanent magnets fixed to the housing. One coil acts as the

drive coil while the other is the velocity pickup. An oscillator drives

the probe holder at a frequency of approximately 250 Hz and an amplitude

of r 0.03 mm. In the low velocity mode the anemometer is used in the

range 0 - 30 cms/sec. In the higher range up to 2 m/sec the. unit func-

tions as a conventional constant current anemometer. The calibration

of this low velocity anemometer is explained in Appendix B.

In measuring the velocity fietd the transducer of the low velocity

anemometer was rigidly clamped to the guide tubing (DISA 55 H 140) of the

traversing mechanism. The radial position for the transducer or probe

axis with respect to the heater rod was achieved by initially bringing

the tra nsducer/pro be axis to a position tangent to the heater rod. The

probe was retracted and then the DISA traversing mechanism was moved

horizontaììy on the vernier calipers through half the heater rod diameter.

}lith this procedure the maximum offset with respect to the true radial

direction was 0.0i.5". By closing an external electrical circuit the

probe was brought into contact with the heater surface. The probe was
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then moved outwards using the DISA 55 H 0L traversing mechanism and hence

the only error introduced in the radial positioning was due to the

traversing mechanism which has a resolution of 0.L mm. The probe positìon

in the vertical direction was measured to within 1/32".

4.3.2 Temperature Field

The temperature distribution in the boundary ìayer was measured

using an iron-constantan thermocouple probe. As shown in Fig. 4, a small

portion of the thermocotÌple wire preceding the hot junction was pìaced

paratìel to the test surface. This was done in order to reduce the

conduction loss, A similar method was adopted by Vliet and Liu [38] to

reduce the conductìon I osses.

The thermocouple wires were supported in a 0.07" diameter hypo-

dermic needie which was rigidly clamped to theguide tube of the DISA

traversing mechanism. The same procedure as mentioned above in the

veìocìty field measurement was adopted to set the probe in a radial

direction. The thermocouple calibration procedure is outìined in

Appendìx B.

4.3.3 Test Procedure

The entire test was carried out in an environmental room (nominaì

size 7' x 10' x B'5" high) manufactured by Coldstream Products of Canada

Limited, and located in Room 329, Engineering Building. The environmental

room was equipped with twelve 2" diameter instrument ports vrith screw

cìosures on the inside and outside. The heater was allowed to rest freeìy

on a teflon boss 1-1/2" dianeter and l" high. This was enough to clear
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the thermocouple wires coming out of the bottom face of the heater. The

power supply leads, therrnocoupìe extension wires and the cable from the

Iow veiocity anemometer were brought out of the room through one of the

instrument ports. Thìs port r{as aiso plugged with stuffing from both

sides of the wall to avoid any disturbance in the flow field due to stray

currents. The room temperature variation duríng the period required for

a complete test was wjthin t 0.75oF.

A regulated d.c. power supply system, Model LA 80-3M, from

Technípo Inc.o was used as the source for the heater; the power input

being read from a digital multimeter. A 28-position selector switch was

used for the thermocouples, all of which were referenced to an ice bath

and read on a Keithley multimeter Model 165, The output from the low

veiocity anemometer was read through a DISA digital voltmeter Type 55031.

Fig. 5 shows the ínstrumentation for study of unbounded free convection

from the vertical cyl i nder.

Steady state conditions were achieved 12-14 hours after the power

to the heater was switched on. Surface temperatures, read by the built-in

thermocouples nere recorded both before and after the test. Sampìes of

the thermocouple wìre from the same spooì as used for the built-in T/C

were also calibrated. Ambient temperature during the course of an entire

test was 7Bo + t9r.

Boundary layer measurements were made by movìng the probe radiaìly

outwards from the heater surface, which was taken as the reference. This

reference surface was located by moving the probe into contact with the

heater surface and thereby closing an externaì electrical circuit. Steady
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state fiow between any two readings was achieved in 20-30 minutes. Baro-

netric pressure and the reiative humidity were recorded to make comection
on the air density.

4.4 Can Design

. Fig. 6 shows the constructional details of the can made from a

4-3l4" inside diameter carbon steer seamress tubing. The tubing was

provided with a sheet metaì cooling water jacket to maintain the surface

isothermal . cylindrical pins, rong enough to project outside the water
jacket'were brazed to the seamless tubing and the water jacket. Radial

guide holeswere driiled through these pins and plugged, when not .in use,

by collared pins. The hypodermic needle, supporting the thermocouple

probe, was guided by a collared bush having a running fìt in the guide

holes. The collared pin and the bush remained fìush with the inside
surface of the tubi ng.

Acryìic end caps centralised the can with the heater g.ivìng a

radial clearance of 3/4" ] 3:333:: . The caps aìso heìped reduce end losses

by conduction' The bottom cap with three resting pins supported the entire
can assembly.

4.5 Test Procedure for Temperature in Enclosed Spaces

The input to the heater was from the regulateä d.c. power supply

system mentioned in section 4,3.3. steady state conditions were achieved

after 12 hours which was indicated by stationarity of the surface tempera-

tures recorded by the built-in thernrocoupìes. A rise of 0.5 Fo between
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the iniet and outlet cooì.ing water temperatures was permìtted" The

nominal cooì ing water temperature during the course of an entire test
was 660 + loF. The can inner surface was considered isothermal with a

surface temperature variation of less than 0,SoF dur.ing any one test
run.

' The temperature fierd in the encrosed space was probed with an
'i ron-constantan thermocouple. The hypodermic needìe supporting the

thermocouple was guided in the radiar direction by the col rared bush

in the can. The probe was moved radiaily outwards from the heater

surface which was taken as the reference. The procedure for locatìng
the reference surface is ou ined in Section 4.3.3. The radial move_

ment of the probe was obtained from the traversing mechanism described

in Section 4.2.
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CHAPTER 5

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The results of the unbounded free convection and natural convec-

tion in a vertical annulus are presented separateìy Ín the fol lowing sub-

secti ons .

5.1 Unbounded Free Convection

5. 1. I General

Tests were conducted for two different power ìnputs to the heater,

viz., about 1B vratts and 39 r"¡atts. The modifjed Grashof number at the

top end of the cylìnder, for the larger power input, was 1.5 x 10i0.

According to the transitional data compiled from various references and

presented by Godaux and Gebhart [19] the flow .is laminar fo.r
* 1l

Gr" < 1.4 x 10". The flow for both the power .inputs was therefore

expected to be Iaminar and this was confirmed by the anemometer outputs

which showed negìibible veìocity fluctuations.

Most of the heat transfer results reported in the literature have

been for isothermal vertical flat piates. Sparrow and Gregg IU] have

established criteria to use flat piate theory foì" a cylinder giving a

maxinum error of 5 percent in overall heat transfer results. Fujii and.

Uehara 136] have.presented approximate formulae for calculating the local

convective heat transfer coefficient for a cylinder in terms of the

conesponding values for a flat plate under similar boundary conditjons.

Nagendra et al [16] have ciassified cyìinders under three categories of
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long, short and wires. For a short cylinder the correlations shov¡ed a

maximum deviatìon of 5 percent in overall heat transfer resul ts, if the

results for the constant heat flux cylinder are evaluated using an

ilothermal surface approximation with mean wal 1 temperature. Thus a

maximum difference of about 10 percent in overall heat transfer results

was eñvisaged in comparing the results.of the present ìnvestigation with

those of fl at plates.

5.1,.2 Surface I emperature Variations

Fìg. 7 shows the non-dimensìonal temperature djstribution along

the cyìinder surface. The wall temperatures are those measured by the

built-in thermocoupies. Also shown is the exact solution of spaffow and

Gresg [15] for a flat plate. The trend for both non-dimensional tempera-

ture profiìes is almost identical . The deviatìon from the exact solution

is maximum at the lower end due to end convection. End losses/axial

conduction cause the reversaì ìn the temperature profile near the top

end. (Refer to Appendix C for end loss calculations. )

Figs. B and 9 show the variation of local heat flux along the

cyìinder surface. Also plotted are the average surface heat fìuxes

(obtaìned from the power input to the heater less the radiation losses

from the heater surface) and the surface heat flux distribution obtained

analytical ly using heat transfer correlations for a verticaì flat plate

(see Appendix A). From these Figures, the surface heat flux distribution

is seen to be faìrly uniform in the centraì region where the maximum

deviation from the average value is about 10 percent for both the power
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inputs. In addition to end convection effects, the non-unifonn heat

flux distribution is also due to axial heat conduction within the heater

(see Appendi x A).

5.1.3 Boundary Layer Velocìty Distribution

The velocìty fieìd was measured with a DISA ìow velocity ane-

mometer. No significant velocity fluctuations were observed during

these measurements which indicated laminar flow and the absence of any

significant stray currents in the room. The boundary ìayer thìckness

was about 3/4" at the top for the higher heat flux and the maximum

velocity recorded by the anemometer was about 29 cm/sec.

The non-dinrensional velocity distributions are shown in Figs. 10

and 11 for the trrlo dÍfferent power inputs. The fluid.properties were

evaluated at the mean of the average wall temperature and the ambient.

Atmospheric corrections were made fr,r the air dens.ity. The experimental

points are scattered around the exact solution of 0strach [20] which is

based on boundary Iayer assurnptions. Exact agreement was not expected

due to the different geometry and boundary conditions. The experimental

points show that the boundary layer assumption is not valid near the

ìeading edge since the flow starts ahead of the leading edge. The ìead-

ing edge effect i.s seen in tig. 14. The results of 0strach indicate a

Prandtl number dependence of these dimensionìess plots. The value adopted

in these plots was 0.72; using sìighily higher values wouìd shift the

curve towards the experimental points.
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5.1.4 Boundary Layer Temperature Field

The temperature fieid was mapped with the iron-constantan thermo-

couples calibrated as explaîned in Appendìx B, The non-dimensionaì pìots

are shown in Figs. 12 and 13. The exact solution of 0strach [20] for an

isothermal verticai plate is also shown in the Figures. Due to the

different geometry and surface conditions exact agreement was not expected.

Hovrever, the closer agreement of the experimentai data for the higher heat

flux in Fig. 13 suggests that the surface behaves more as an isothermal

surface with is attributed to end convection losses and axial conduction

within the cyì inìler. The solution of Ostrach [20] is based on boundary

layer assumptions which as already mentioned is nÒt va.l .id close to the

leading edge. For the case of the higher heat flux,the boundary layer

grows ñuch faster and so the boundary iayer assumptions are applicable

much closer to the leading edge as compared to the lower heat flux. This

partly explains the better agreement of data ìn Fig. 13, as compared to

Fig. 12, near the leading edge. The scatter of points closer to the

boundary layer edge is possibly due to slight air turbulence within the

experimenta'l chamber.

5.1.5 Local Heat Transfer

Figs, 15 and L6 show the smoothed temperature distributìons in

the boundary layer. The temperature scales belong to two of the profiìes

while the rest are arbitrariìy shifted in the vertical direction.

Sampìe calcuìations for evaluatìng the local heat transfer co-

efficient are shown ìn Appendix C. Fig. U illustrates the graphical
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determination of the iocal heat flux. The error due to graphical deter-
mination of the sìope was within 10 percent of that obtained ana'lyt.ically

using a forward difference technique. since equaì displacement steps

were not used while probing the temperature field close to the wali, the

graphìcal technìque for slope determination was adopted in lieu of

employing interpolated values for a numerical evaluation. The locar

flux distributions are plotted ìn Figs. B and 9. The experimental points

for the local Nusseìt and modified Grashof numbers are shown in Fig. 1g.

The eight data points away from the ìeading edge were conrerated using

I east-square-fi t by:

Nr, = o.+ez eril/s

with a standard deviation (o) of i.5 x l0-3.

For comparison with the reslilts from other references the modified

Grashof number is expressed as a product of the conventìonar Grashof and

Nusselt number as shown below:

n"i = rstt rfll _4

= tslltdl hx (Tnu - r-)

= t(p)(^T)(*f¡ 1-\'¡ = Gr*.Nu,

Hence the correlation nay be rewritten as:

Nr* = 0.407 Gr*l/4
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Summarised beìow are the results

For isothermal vertical f lat pìate:

Ostrach [20]

Hill l40l

Churchi 1l and 0zoe [2i]
Gryzagori di s [37]

For uniform surface heat flux,

Verti cal flat pl ate:

-Sparrow 
and Gregg [15]

Churchi I I and Ozoe [21]

from other references:

Nr* = 0.356 Grxl/4

Nu* = 0.360 Grrl/4

Nr* = 0. g57 Grxl/4

Nr* = 0.375 Gr*1/4

Nr* = 0.4U Grxl/A

Nu* = 0.404 Gr*7/4

The presen; experimental results are in good agreement with that

of Sparrow and Gregg l15l and Churchilj and ozoe [21] for a flat plate.

However for a cyl inder the results were expected to be higher, but this

may be due to the fact that the sur{ace flux was not completely uniform

over the length of the cylinder, Using the formuìa of Fujìi and

Uehara [36] for uniform heat flux to convert the results of Churchill

and 0zoe [21] for flat plate to cyìinder, the present results were

about 10 percent low at the leading edge and less than 5 percent ìow in

the central region. Correspondingìy, using the formula of Fujii and

Uehara [36] for isothermal surface ând the results of Ostrach 1201 , the

present results were around 5 percent high at the leading edge and this

increased aìong the length of the cylinder. These results indicate the

heat transfer rates to be greater for a cylinder with uniform heat flux

as compared to those for a flat piate,
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5. 1.6 Heater Surface Emmissivity

A direct measurìng device for the emmissivity of the stainless

steel heater surface was not availabìe. Hence emmissivity was evaluated

(for 'later use) by indirect measurement. Heat ìoss by radìation from

the cylinder surface was calculated based on an allowance for free con-

vective and radiative heat loss from the top face and by empìoying the

experimentaìly determined average surface heat flux. Appendix B shows

the calculations for erìmissivity. Values of 0.291 and 0.295 were

obtained for the two por,/er ìnputs considered,

Reference books on thermophysical properties were consulted to

obtain typical publÍshed vaìue. The table belout gives the emmissivity

from these references:

Stai nl ess steel AISI 316:

Reference Surface Cond i ti on

Toul ou ki an

Wood and others

Toul ouk i an

Gol dsmi th

Hottel

Sì egei

As received and wi ped

Cl eaned

Cl eaned

Cì eaned

Soap water cl eaned

Pol i shed

l22l

[23 ]

l24l

[25]

1267

L27J

0.3

.28/ .32

.23/ .39

.28/ .37

.28

.23

The probabìe emmissivity was therefore ìn the

value in the ìower half of this range (0.23 -

range of 0.23 to 0.39. A

0.31) was anticipated since
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the formation of any significant iron oxide on the surface was considered

remote due to the low operating temperatures, r¿¡hereas a fine ìayer of

chromium oxide was expected. The value of 0.29, being in good agreement,

ûas therefore adopted. The neliability of this value was to some extent

confirmed since by using it to predìct the heater surface temperature

anaìyticaìly a maximum deviation of 4 percent was obtained.

5.1,.7 0veral l Heat Transfer

The overall heat transfer was calculated on the basis of both the

height anl the diameter. Based on height, the result v¡as:

NrH = R lnar)1/4

where A = 0.576 + 2% for the two determinations. 0strach [20] obtained

a vaìue of 0.4ii for the isothermal plate. Such a iow va1 ue was mainìy

due to the boundary layer assumptions. The present results are 5 percent

higher than that of Gryzagoridis Ife] who considered the leading edge

effects on an isothermal vertical flat plate. The empirical relations

of references [12] and [t¡] are B to 10 percent lower than the present

results. This is due to the different geometry and boundary condition

empìoyed in the present investìgatìon.

Based on diameter, the resuit was:

NrD = n lnuoff)l/a

where A=0.576+2%.

This is about 4 percent lower than that suggested by Nagendra et al [16],

who numericalìy obtaìned a value of A = 0.6 for short cylinders with
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uniform surface heat fiux. Due to the limited data a general conclusion

cannot be drawn but the agreement for the two data points considered is

good .

5.2 Free Convection in Vertical Annuìus

5.2.1 Asymptotic Regime

The temperature field in the air filled cavity was investigated

for three different power inputs to the central heater while the outside

surface temperature was held constant at a nominal value of 66of by

circulating cooling water through the outer jacket. Grashof numbers based

on cavìty width (Grr) and evaluated using the average heated surface

temperature were in the range 2.0 to 3.4 x i04. From various references

[1,4, B,9] , the f i or¡r in the annulus, for the above Grasi'of numbers, is

considered in the asymptotic regime. This fact is also confirmed from

the temperature profiles shown in Figs. 19 to 21. The profìles are non-

'linear over the entire height of the cavìty except for a small linear

portjon in the centrai region. In this region of the cavity, the

horizontal veìocity is zero and heat transfer is purely by conduction

while in the regions towards the corner, convection contributes to the

overall heat transfer from the hot to the cold surface. The boundary

layers, deveìopìng in opposite directions'on the two surfaces, have met

and grown together. Hence a numerical analysis for this regime based

on the existence oi separate boundary layers in incorrect.
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5,2. 2 Local Heat Transfer

Figs 22 and 23 show the graph of local Nusselt vs. Grashof

numbers for the asymptotic regime. Fluid properties were evaluated at

the mean of average hot wail and cold waìì temperatures. Sample caìcu-

lations are shown in Appendix C. Using least square fit the experìmental

po i nts were correlated as

' Nu* = o'+zt erll/s

with a standard deviation (o) of 7.2 x l0-2. The correlatìon expressed

'in terms-of the conventional Grashof number is

Nr* = 0.339 c"*1/4,

Fig. 23 shows the plot of Nu* vs. Gr*. Aìso shown on the same

graph is the ccrrelation of Fcl<ert and Carlson It] for an isotherinal

rectangul ar cavity. The non-dimensional Grashof and Nusselt numbers in

Eckert and Carlson's correlation were based on temperature difference

using the local mid gap temperatures. Thus a direct comparison of the

correlations is misìeading. Assuming the mid gap temperature to be the

average of the hot and cold walI temperatures (this is a good appr"oxi-

mation for ìocations away from the ends of the cyìinder) tckert and

Carlson's l1] correlation can be expressed as

' Nu* = 0'094 Grx0'3

where the Nusselt and Grashof numbers are nol.l based on the temperature

difference between the hot and cold waìl temperatures, The experimental
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results for the mixed boundary conditions are now seen to be much higher

than those gìven by the above correration of Eckert and carrson [1] for
isothermal surfaces. This confirms the find.ings of Macgregor and

Emery [4].

5.2.3 0vera lI Heat Transfer

In any convective heat transfer pnocess the parameter of greatest

importance is the àvera Nussert number. Fig. 24 shows the prot of
Nu, vs. Grnu from various references along vrith the experimental pojnts

for the three different power ìnputs considered. The overall Nusselt and

Grashof numbers were evaruated using the ternperature difference between

the waììs of the annulus, the hot warì temperature being obtained by

averaging oven the entire iength of the heater. The surface heat flux
used in defíning the Nusselt number was obtained from the power ìnput

to the heater less heat rost by radiation rrom ail the surfaces and

convection loss from the top and bottom surfaces of the heater. From

Fig. 24 the following observations can be made:

(i) Radius ratio and aspect ratio:

The annular ratio investigated was 1.46. Comparison of the
present experimentaily obtained Nusseltnumbers is made with the results
of Newell and schmidt lzl, ¿aro¡ [ti] ana McAdams [12] which are valid
for flow in isothermal rectangurar encrosures - a ìimíting case of an

annulus with a radius ratio of unìty. Their resurts expressed in the

form Nu" = A ler*¡B 1H/l-)c are about 30 percent lower than the experi-
mental values. one could thus cautiously accept this .increase in Nusselt
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number as being due to the increased radius ratio. Physicalìy this

increase in heat transfer rate is due to greater disturbance of the

isotherms in the end regions of the cavity. The above observations are

in agreement with the numerical results of De Vahl Davis and Thomas 16]

shown in F ig. 24,

The effect of changing aspect ratio was not studied in the

present investigation, The heat transfer rates are expected to decrease

with increase in aspect ratio due to 'increased boundary ìayer interference

and the proportional increase in the importance of conductive heat transfer

in the central regi on,

(ii ) Boundary conditions:

The resuìts of the present investigation are 40 to 80 percent

higher than those of Emery and Chu [10] fo|isothermaì rectangular cavi-

ties. This dìfference is due to the combined effects of geometry and

the boundary conditions of the system. As discussed in (i) the effect

of radius ratio is to increase the heat transfer rates by about 30 per

cent and from the results of DeVahl Davis and Thomas [6] shou¡n in tig.24

the Nusselt number increases by 40 percent with the doubling of the

radius ratio. Thus an increase of up to 40 percent in heat transfer

rate may be due to the different boundary conditions, This is in agree-

ment with the findings of Macgregor and Emery [4] whose results for the

nti xed boundary condition are 30 percent higher than that for the iso-

thermal case. Similar conclusions are seen in the boundary layer regìme

by comparing the results of Sheriff [2] and Eckert and Carlson [1].
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(iii) Heat flux level:

The overall Nusselt number was evaluated after making corrections

for radiation ìosses from the heater surface. As explained in Sec. 5.1.6,

án emmÍssivity of 0.29 for the heater sunface was used. A line faired

through the three data points of Fig. 24 for the average Nusselt number

is séen to have a much steeper slope than those of previous correlations.

This suggests (superficially) that Nuw may additionally be dependent on

heat flux level in the asymptotic region. This outcome is somewhat

surprising, and must be treated with caution; more data is needed to

establish or refute this point. The data has been carefully checked and

the accuracy is estimated to be within 20%. A variabie systematic error

could account for the discrepancy but no basis for such an error could

be uncovered. The assumed value for the emmissivity of the outer

surface (e2 = 0.8) may be high, but reducing e2 only accentuates the

apparent heat flux dependence. Heat transfer by radìatìon was also re-

assessed usìng ìocaì hot surface temperatures (averaged over short

verticai intervals) but the total heat transfer by radìation did not

change appreciabìy compared to using the overaìl average hot wall tempera-

ture, It is possible that the phenomenon is a characteristic of the

experimenùal apparatus which is related to departure from the uniform

heat flux. A compìetely uniform heat flux distribution for the hot

surface would result in a distribution of surface temperature which

increases monotonicaiìy with heìght. As shown in Fig. 25, the actual

surface temperature peaks before the top. This Ieads to lower average
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hot surface temperatures than the ideal case. This lower temperature

difference (difference of average hot v¡all temperature and the cold wall

temperature), which is used to compute Nu", may possibly have resulted

Ín abnormally high Nusselt numbers. In any event, as aìready mentìoned,

more experimental work is required to adjudicate the point. In the

meantime, the possibility wouìd appear to ex.ist that in the asymptot.ic

region, Nu* is dependent on the heat flux level in addition to the

Rayleìgh number, aspect ratio and the radius ratio.
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CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSiONS AND RECOMMTNEATIONS

. The followrng conclusions can be drawn from the experimental

results presented in the previous chapters:

6.1 Unbounded Free Convectíon

The local natural convective heat transfer results for a vertical

cyTindrical surface maintained at a constant heat fiux can be expressed

as
*7/5 j

Nu* = 0.487 n.i"", 5 x 10/. Gr"*.2 x 1010

Agreements with the theoretical predictions of Sparrow and Gregg li5]
and Churchill and Ozoe [ef] for verticai pìane walls v¡ith uniform flux

density are good. The deviation of the experimental poìnts at low Grashof

numbers is very 1ìkely due to the induced flow near the leading edge. The

effect of the leading edge is cìearly evident by comparing the present

average Nusselt numbers with the numerical evaluation of 0strach 120].

There is good agreement with Gryzagonidis' [18] correlation for an iso-

thermal flat pìate considering the ìeading edge effect. The higher

values from the present investigation are due to the different boundary

conditions and the geometry of the system.

6.2 Natural Convection in Verticaì Annulus

(i) The temperature profilesof Figs.19 to 21 are curved over the

entire height except for a smalì linear drop in the centraì region.
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This shows that in the asymptotic region both conduction and convection

contribute to the transfer of heat from the hot to the cold surface.

(ii) The local heat transfer results are correlated as

Nu*=6.421 ç*1/5 2xio5.erl .3x1o1o

The results are in good agreement with those of Eckert and Carlson [1];

the difference occurring due to the geometry and the boundary conditions.

(iii) The average' Nusselt numbers are approximateìy 30% higher than

those for a vertical plane cavity indicôting that the radius ratio must

be included as a parameter in expressing the overall heât transfer rela-

ti on.

(iv) The boundary conditions have a profound cffect on the heat

transfer rates. Comparìson with previously published results for an

isothermal pjane cavity indicate that the Nusselt numbers are up to 40%

higher for the mixed boundary layer system. This is in agreement wìth

the results of Macgregor and Emery [4].

(v) The steep slope of a line faired through the three experimental

points suggests that in the asymptotìc region Nu" may also be dependent

on the heat flux level . Additional data is required to settle this point.

It is concluded that the overall heat transfer in vertical

cyìindrical annuli is a complex function of many parameters in the

asymptotic regime. Most of the work reported in literature has been on

plane rectangular cavity with isothermaì wal Is. In the present experi-

mental investigation, it was observed that the overall Nusselt number

depends on the boundary conditions, Grashof number, radius ratio, aspect
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ratio and possibly the heat flux ìevel . Thus future research must be

directed towards investigating the exact nature of the effect of these

parâmeters. For the existing heater, the inner boundary condition is

fjxed, It is therefore suggested that cans of different dìameters be

used to alter the radius and aspect ratios, in the asymptotic regime for

which few experimentaì results are available. This may enabìe a single

correlation to be formulated in expressing the overall heat transfer

within enclosed spaces. Such a correlation would have immense practìcaì

use.
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APPENDIX A

Design and Analysis of Heater

1. Des i gn

Fig. 2 shows the construction details of the heater rod designed

jointly by the Department of Mechanical Engineering, University of Mani-

toba and the Ternro.Division of James B. Carter Lim'ited of [^linnipeg,

Manitoba who also built the heater.

The. heating elementwas wound uniformly on a 2" diameter teflon

tube threaded to retain the coils in position. The low thermal conduc-

tivity of teflon reduced axial heat conduction. The tube was strengthened

against buckling by press'ing it over an aluminium tube. The maximum

po$Jer to the heater was restricied by the element tenìperature to

about 550oF beyond which teflon begins to char.

The test surface was made of stainless steel AISI 316 tube with

1/8" wall thickness. Thermocoupìes to measure the surface temperature

were positioned on the inside and the lead wires retained in the grooves

of a splined sleeve which was press-fitted inside this tube. The test

surface was then finish-ground and polìshed. The outer tube was cen-

tered with respect to the central heater by means of the two end caps

also made of steel AISI 316. A mild steel rod was used to retain the

two end caps in position, while the spaces between the sìeeve and

teflon tube as welì as that betvüeen the centraì mild steel rod and the

aluminiunr tubewere tiqhtìy packed wìth magnesium oxide. This was done

to reduce the axial heat conduction.
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The locations of the 30 thermocouples are shown in Fig. 2 and

their leads were brought equaliy from the top and bottom face. The

leads from the heating eìement were routed out of the top face.

2. Analysi s

The temperature distributìon within the heater was obtained

usÍng a finite difference approximati on, (Refer to Computer Program

at the end of this Appendix. ) the nait cylinder was divìded jnto 21 x 6

subsections and temperatures were computed at 132 nodal points. Free

convection from the top, bottom and side surfaces were calculated using

empirical relations from McAdams [12]. Radiation losses from the end

surfaces were evaluated at the mean temperature of these surfaces while

the local waì1 temperatures viere used for the sides. Figs. B and 9 each

compare the local heat flux values from the numerical analysis with

those of the boundary layer measurement. The predictions are wj-hin 15

percent of the experìmental data.

The heat flux distribution across the heating element shows that

less than 10 percent of the totai power input flowS inward and then flows

axially along the aluminium tube and the mild steel rod. This heat flow

modjfies the expected isothermal situation in the regìon interior to the

heating element and changes the surface heat flux in the end regions.

The large deviation of the heat flux in the end region is also due to

the heating element not extending to the end of the cylinders. Thus

the end caps are maìnly heated through conduction by the interior element'

Conductíon losses also occur along the outer sheath made of stainless

steel which contributes to the non-uniform flux in the centra'l region.
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The variation in the central region is under 10 percent of the mean and

this is entirely due to conduction in the outer sheath. From a manu-

facturing viewpoint, it was impossible to reduce the thickness of the

outer sheath and its variation in the heat flux had to be accepted. The

large deviation in the end regions could be substantial ly reduced if the

end caps could be avoided but design considerations prohibit this. An

insulator (like tefìon) for the end caps might reduce the heat flux

variation in the end regions by reducing end iosses.
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variables used in the Fortran program to obtain Temperature Distribution

in the Vertical Cy l i nder:

R1 Radius of M.S. rod

R2 Inner radius of aluminium tube

R3 Inner radius of teflon tube

R4 0uter radius of teflon tube

R5 inner radius of stainless steel tube

R6 Outer radius of cylinder

K1 Thermal conductivìty of mild steel

KZ Thermal conductìvity of magnesìum oxide

K3 Thermal conductivity of aluminium

K4 Thermal conductivity of teflon

K5 Thermal conductivity of stainless steel AISi 316

KA Ther¡ral conductivity of air

Xl Thickness of end sub-sections

X2 Thickness of interior sub-sections

CHK Convergence cri teri a

PR Prandtl number

GA Gravi tational accel erati on

EM Emissivìty of cyiinder outer surface

SIGMA Stefan- Bol tzmann constant

TAI'18 Ambient temperature

QTH Total power i nput

BA Thermal expansion coeffi cj ent

VV Kinematic vì scos i ty
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APPENDIX B

l. Calibration of the Low Veloc.ity Anemometer

. Anemometet.s can be calibrated e.ither by placing the probe in a

flow of pnedetermined velocity or by moving the probe at a constant speed

through a stationary f.luid. This latter method has been expìained by

Dring and Gebhart [28]. The low velocity anemometer was calibrated by

the conventional metlrod of producing a constant velocity flow as a

portion of the calibratìon equipment us(..i by Gupta [33] was availabìe.

The DISA manual for the iow veiocity anemometer [30] mentions

a built-in calibration facilty to permit correction for various para-

meters including the gas temperature. It also.ìmpìied that the ratìo
of the first two harmonics of the output signaì was independent of gas

temperature ìevel . Experiments showed temperature dependences for both

apprcrches. Hence the probe had to be calibrated at different flow

temperatures.

Fig. 26 shows the set-up for caìibration. Air, displaced from

a gìass flask by ìnflowing water , was fsfl into an g-mm diameter tube.

The waten flow rate was maintained constant by avoid.ing any pressure

head variations at the inlet to the flask. The dispìaced air was passed

through an B-rm tube, a portion of whichuras heated by coils wound around

the tube and enclosed in a can. The tube length beyond the can was

sufficient to ensure a fulìy deveìoped laminar flow. Different calibra-

tion temperatures were obtained by vary.ing the voltage impressed across

the heater coils, A continuously variabìe transformer 0-l2O Vwas used

for thi s purpose,
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The calibration was ca*ied out in a crosed chamber thus avoiding

the affects of stray currents on the flow rate. The flow ratewas obtained

by noting the time r"equired for a fixed volume of water to fi in the

flask. The air temperature was measured with an iron-constantan thermo-

coupìe referenced to an ice bath and the output from the iow velocity
anemometer was read on a DISA digital voltmeter, Type 55D31.

Assuming a.parabolic veloc.ity profile, the peak velocity as read

by the probewas twice the mean velocity of the flow. As mentioned in
DlsA infor¡nation No. 7 [31] the calibration curves shown in Fìg. 2z show

a linear range up to approximately 20 cm/sec.

2. Thermocouple Cal i brati on

Type J (Iron +, constantan -) thermocouples vrere cal.ibrated by

the comparison method described in the ASTM manual on the use of thermo-

couples [32]. The reference temperature used was an ice bath while the

calibration temperature was obtained through a constant temperature

circuìator, Type F423, from Haake Inc., Germany. Bath temperatures were

read to within 0.2 F0 on a precis.ion thermometer.
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APPENDIX C

s4uLq_çaL!!!4IIq!

1, Emmissivity of the Heaten Surface:

Power input to the heater = 1g.11 watts = 6l.g Btu/hr.

Temperature of top surface = ligoF

Ambient temperature = 7B.4o F

h.onu. fo" top surface = 0.27 ,S, 
t'O

= 0.963 Btu/hr.ft2.Fo
.'. losses from top surface

Convection = i.9b B tul hr.

Radiation = 0.74 Btu/hr. (e = 0.30 assumed)

Heat loss from bottom surface assumed nii as the heater rests on an

insulator

Average surface heat fìux from Fig. g = 27.S Btu/hr.sq.ft.
.'. convective heat loss from sides = 39.0 Btu/hr.

.. heat lost by radiation from side = 61.8 _ (t.SS + 0.74 + 39.0)

= 20.lt Btu/hr.

9rad. = eoxçtrrr4-r-4 I

20.11

o.l7t4 x ro-8 r ç{r"4 - r_4)

= 0.291.
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2. Unbounded Free Convection:

2.L Local Nusseit and Grashof Number:

Power input = 18.11 watts

At 6.0" from leading edge:

Local heat flux = 27.0 Btu/hr-ft?

l,lall temperature = 118.70F

AmbÍent temperature = 78.4oF

l4ea n temperature = gB,4oF

Properties of ajr evaluated at mean temperature:

Oensity of dry air (pu) = 0.0712 1bn/ttZ

Thermal conductivity = Ka = 0.01535 Btu/hr-ft-oF (Ref. Ita])
Atmospheric pressure = 14.2836 psia

l^let bulb temperature = 54oF

(Put" - p')(Tt - T2)
Vapour pressure = p' 

-trrå,, , f¡t'arrÍ
T, and T, = dry and wet bulb temp. respectively

p' = saturation pressure at T, oF

Patm = a trnospheri c pressure

Densìty of aìr vapour mi P
xture = pa(l - o.szo 

Ufr)

uair = 1.275 x10-5 lbm/sec.f= 

0'0710 lbm/ft3

vair = 1.7958 x 10-4 ftzlsec

g at llinnipeg = 32.1847 ftlsec2
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*gß9¡Gr, = (-7) (-) x'

= (1.788 x ro6)(fr) x4

= 1.967 x 108

. N, = h,,"''"x 
K

at rhe wall., -*ÇSf = h (T!ll - T_)

(h/K) = 'gP
Nr* = 2l.Z

2.2 Average Nusselt and Grashof Nunber:

(i) Based on Cyìinder Height:

Power input = 18.11 watts

Average surface heat flux = 27.5 Btu/hr.sq.ft.

. Average wal l temperature = 119oF

Ambient temperature = 7B.4oF

t'rith properties evaluated at the mean temperature,

NuH=#=73.s

G"H = ($){ar) Hs = 3.381 x to8

NuH = O'See (na*)1/4

Similarìy, for power input of 38.61 watts

NuH = o'SO+ (na')l/4
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(ii ) Based on diameter:

N'D=#

G"D = (sål{ar) o3

The coruespondi ng expressions are:

" 7/4
NuO = 0.588 (nao fi) for q = 18.i1 watrs

^ r/4= 0.564 (nao fr) for q = 38.61 h'atts

3. Vertical Annul i :

3.1 Local Nusselt and Grashof Number:

Power input = 18.11 watts

At 9" from bottom face:

Local wall ternperature = 121.80F

Outer wall temperature = 66oF

Local heat flux from waìl temperature gradient = 24.3L Btu/hr.ft7

Properties evaluated at mean temperature = 93.9of

*,*=T='ot'l+'*,*,
= 21.27

er** = {s}){ft) *4

= 9.394 x 108
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3.2 Overall Heat Transfer: based on gap width:

Power input = 18.11 watts = 61.8 Btu/hr

Heat ìoss from top face: Convection = 2.L4 Btu/hr

Radiation = 0.77 Btu/hr

Radiation loss from the side:

Radiant heat exchange between two cyìindnical surfaces is

expressed as:

,,-,=Fsll,
+(_ -1) #"1 "z nz

A, and A, - Surface areas of inner and outer cylinder

e, and e, - Enlmissìvity of the surfaces.

As shown earl ier, e for the heater surface = 0.29

' and e for carbon stee'l = 0.80 (assumed)

Average hot wall temperature = 119.4oF

cold wall temperature = 66oF

" qLe, = 24.22 Btu/hr.

i. net heat convected = 61.8 - (Z4,ZZ + 2.14 + 0.77)

= 34.67 Btu/hr.

.'. Nrl,r ff= r.ez

crn., = (gå)(ar) l.t3 = 2.461 x to4
v
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Fig. 3 Traversing Mechanism with Velocity Probe.
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Fig. 14 Photograph Showìng Induced Flow Near the Leading Edge.

(Q = tg. 11 watts)
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